[Use of protein C concentrate in adult patients with severe sepsis and septic shock].
The aim of this study is to describe the first experiences on the use of protein C concentrate (PC) in adult patients with severe sepsis and septic shock and clinical contraindications to activated protein C (APC). On the basis of the effectiveness demonstrated by the activated form in sepsis and of the encouraging results expressed in literature of protein C concentrate (PC) mainly about meningococcus fulminating infections, we carried out an observational study on protein C concentrate (PC) with 28-day follow-up and a daily analysis of the hemato-chemical and clinical parameters. Particular attention was paid to the variations in the PC plasma levels, to the modifications of the coagulation system, to the SOFA score as well as to the safety under bleeding risk conditions. The study included 7 patients (5 females and 2 males) either with severe sepsis (2). or septic shock (5); one of them had DIC, with PC plasma levels less than 50%. APC could not be administered because of clinical reasons. Patients' mean age was 60.5 years (43-78), the average SAPS II 52.2 (36-72), the pathologies leading to sepsis were lung infections (3). and peritonitis (4). The average time elapsed between the onset of the organ failure and the beginning of treatment with PC was 27.7 hours (12-42). Mortality on day 28 was 42.8% (3 deaths), in all patients the PC plasma levels were brought again to the physiological values. Among the biochemical parameters recorded during the PC infusion, was observed in particular a significant decrease of PDFs, a general rise of the platelet count, and a reduction of the lactic acid levels. No adverse reaction or bleeding complication were seen, even if most of the patients' coagulation was altered or at risk due to neurological problems or repeated surgery. In our small number of patients, protein C concentrate has proven to be safe and particularly useful in the control of the coagulopathy triggered and sustained by sepsis.